In The News
Monday, July 30, 2012

» **SalutarisMD Presents Dosimetry Data for Promising Device to Treat Leading ...**
  (The University of Arizona Health Sciences Center)
  07/30/2012  MarketWatch (press release)  News-Medical.net  View Clip

» **UA Biomedical Engineering PhD Candidate Will Continue Her Cancer Research in Arizona (Bio5)**
  07/30/2012  Newswise.com  View Clip

» **UA Football Visits Diamond Children's Center** (University of Arizona Medical Center - Diamond Children's)
  07/27/2012  Arizona Wildcats.com  View Clip

» **Researchers studying link between monsoon dust storms and disease** (Dr. Priya Radhakrishnan)
  07/27/2012  AZ Family  View Clip

» **People In Action**
  The University of Arizona Sarver Heart Center's Investigator Awards Program
  07/27/2012  Inside Tucson Business  View Clip

» **Arizona researcher explores dangers of living in dust** (Dr. John Galgiani, who heads the Valley Fever Center for Excellence at the University of Arizona)
  07/27/2012  Arizona Republic  View Clip

» **Pharmacists can make lives of patients better** (Prof. Lisa Whittington Goldstone, Professor, College of Pharmacy, University of Arizona)
  07/27/2012  pharmabiz.com  View Clip